A MORNING ON CENTRE ISLAND  
www.centreisland.ca/

Come take the short trip on the Toronto Island Ferry across Lake Ontario to Centre Island! We will spend the morning exploring Far Enough Farm and Centreville Amusement Park. Campers will participate in games and activities guiding them around the area.

Far Enough Farm is home to over 40 different species of farmyard animals and exotic birds.

Centreville Amusement Park is home to several unique rides and interesting grounds. Rides can be enjoyed on your own time should you decide to stay on the island after camp.

The ferry and Island are accessible. The ferry dock is right next door to the Westin Harbour Castle Hotel. Participants need to be able to navigate the island (walking or wheeling approximately 1 km). We will go rain or shine!

Your ferry ticket is good all day so you can choose to remain on the island. 

Saturday, August 6, 2016
From 9:30 am – 12:30 pm
Ages 3 – 13 yrs
Cost = $60 ($50 Early Bird Registration)
DEALING WITH STUPID SITUATIONS

Do you ever come across someone who just does not understand how to communicate with you?

They may yell, speak slowly, talk about you like you are not in the room, or just assume you do not understand.

You are the best teacher when it comes to educating people about how to communicate with you. This camp will focus on sharing what has worked and not worked when communicating with people you do not know.

You will participate in role playing some silly and serious scenarios that you or your peers may have experienced. We will also have time to talk about them and create a poster listing our best strategies to share with all conference participants.

This workshop will take place at The Westin Harbour Castle Hotel.
EXPLORE THE “ARK”

Come take a walk on the wild side and join us for this interactive animal adventure. Be greeted by your favourite animals from Madagascar and Africa (possibly a lemur, ball python, cave spider and wide variety of birds, furries, creepy crawlies, and reptiles).

The fun doesn’t stop there. Your favourite animals from Australia have come for the show, including maybe a red kangaroo, bearded dragon, blue tongued skink, pythons and much more.

Your camp experience will include a presentation about approximately 24 different animals and participants will have a chance to interact with the animals and take photos. There will also be time for questions and answers with the handlers of the show.

This camp will take place at The Westin Harbour Castle Hotel.

Saturday, August 6, 2016

From 2:00 pm – 5:00 pm

Ages – All

Cost = $60 ($50 early bird registration)

www.handsonexotics.com/
ENGAGING POSSIBILITIES DRAMA WORKSHOPS

Aiding Dramatic Change is an organization that passionately believes in using drama to enable groups to adapt and develop ideas together. They facilitate the Imagining Possibilities Leadership Team out of Artscape Youngplace in Toronto. This team emerged from a creative journey with a group of adults who have Cerebral Palsy, and are part of a communication enrichment class at North Yorkers Disabled Persons. Through *Imagining Possibilities* they explore group creation and artistic expression of their stories, thoughts and perspectives.

Engaging Possibilities workshops are constructed as a journey – designed to integrate your input and ideas as it progresses. First we will begin with relaxation exercises, building comfort levels, and a sense of inclusion. We will use energy and visioning exercises to expand imagination and visualize worlds together. We will bring alive environments using fabric, and be part of creating and acting in a story as it emerges. Supporting artists from the Imagining Possibilities Leadership team will participate in the workshop and help model various exercises. We will work collectively in a safe space, free to take risks, and move beyond spatial boundaries.

This camp will take place at The Westin Harbour Castle Hotel.

---

**SUNDAY, AUGUST 7, 2016**

**FROM 9:30 – 5:00**

**AGES – 14 YEARS+**

**COST = $180**

($160 EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION)

– INCLUSION –

– INFLUENCE –

– COMMUNITY –

Go on a storytelling journey with members of the Imagining Possibilities Leadership Team (a team of AAC users from Toronto, working for 4 years with interactive drama processes)
Come and join us for a fun morning of camp exploring one of Toronto’s newest attractions, Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada. Here you will see underwater creatures and habitats from across the globe. There are 13,500 species on display, including jellyfish, tropical fish, seahorses, stingrays and more. Of course, an aquarium isn’t an aquarium without a shark, and Ripley’s has plenty that you can view on the moving sidewalk.

Campers will participate in a camp guided tour of the venue, pet a stingray, take part in our scavenger hunt, and explore the dangerous lagoon under glass. At the end each camper will receive a Ripley’s souvenir booklet.

The aquarium has accessible washrooms, walk ways, and a cafeteria. Best of all, this venue is only one kilometre away (approx. 12 minute walk/wheel) by fairly smooth sidewalks from The Westin Harbour Castle Hotel. Be prepared to go rain or shine! Your ticket is good for the day, should you wish to re-explore the exhibits and take in all the aquarium has to offer in the afternoon.

https://www.ripleyaquariums.com/canada/

Sunday, August 7, 2016
From 9:30 am – 12:30 pm
Ages – all
Cost = $60 ($50 early bird registration)
WHO ARE YOUR HEROES?

There are many great people in the world who use AAC and let’s spend some time celebrating them. Who do you look up to? Who makes you want to be a better person? Who is someone that makes a difference in your life?

Come and join our camp that will start with a presentation by a hero in our community. The rest of the camp will focus on sharing our hero’s, who they are, why we love them, and how we can be more like them.

This workshop will take place at The Westin Harbour Castle Hotel.
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Sunday,
August 7, 2016
From 2:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Ages – 13 years+
Cost = $60 ($50 early bird registration)